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EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR URYSOHN'S INTEGRAL EQUATION

M. JOSHI

ABSTRACT.     The theory of abstract Hammerstein operators is applied to

obtain existence theorems for Urysohn's integral equation.

Urysohn's integral equation is of the form

(*) zz(s)+  f   $U t, u(t))dt=0.
J ir

Usually one assumes that Í2 is a subset of R",  and that <î>is, t, u) is

a function of three variables  s, t £ Í2, zz £ R,  satisfying the so-called Cara-

theodory conditions.   Urysohn's equation has been discussed by Urysohn [6],

Kolomy [4], Krasnosel skil [5] and others.   Attempts have been made to apply

the theory of monotone operators to get existence theorems for ( *).   In this

paper we apply the theory of abstract Hammerstein operators to obtain exis-

tence theorems for ( *) with rather simple conditions on the function $.

We define a linear operator A:   L2(fi x Q) —»L2(iî x ÍÍ) with range in

L (ii)  and a nonlinear operator F:   L  (fi)—«L  (0 x ii)  as follows:

W lAu]is) =   f   uis, t)dt,
J it

(2) [Fzz](s, t) = $(s, t, uit)).

In all our considerations in this paper, 12  will be a set of finite measure in

Rn and

(3) E2(fl)=|zz: fa\uit)\2dt <oc\,

<4> E2(0x0)=/a:   f   f \uis. t)\ 2dtds < 4-
(     J a Ja ' j

Observe that   L^ifi) is a closed subspace of L2(fí x ÍÍ).

Lemma 1.   A  is a continuous linear map from L2(ß x 0) ¿o L2(Q x 0)

Hzit» rzzrege in  L2(0).

One of the hypotheses of the existence theorem is the compactness of

the operator AP.   In the following lemmas conditions are given which assure this.
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Lemma 2.   // <I> satisfies the Caratheodory conditions and

\<SKs, t, u)\ < ais, t) + bis, t)\u\,

a,b£L2iüxü),     bis,t)>0,    s, t £ D,,    u £ R,

then  F  is a continuous bounded map from  L  (fi)  to  L  (fi x fi).

Now we define an operator  U:   L2(fi) — L2(fi)  by

(6) [Uu](s) = Jfl 3>(s, t, u(t))dt.

Obviously  U = AF.   The operator  U  is generally called Urysohn's integral

operator.r

Lemma 3.    Under the conditions of Lemma 2 the Urysohn's operator U

is a continuous and compact mapping from  L  (fi)  to  L  (fi).

We shall make use of the following theorem which is a slight variation

of Amann's theorem [l].

Theorem 1   (Amann).    Let X  be an arbitrary Banach space and A:   X

—>X* be an angle-bounded map with constant  cl> 0.   Let  Y be a closed sub-

space of X* which contains the range of A.    Let  F:   Y—'X  be continuous,

bounded and assume that there exists p0 > 0 such that for all u £ RÍA)

(7) (u, Fu)>-(1 + a2)''UW-'WuW2

where   \\u\\ > pQ.

If the composite operator AF  is compact, then the Hammerstein equation

(**) zz + AFzz = 0

has a solution u in  Y such that  ||«|| < p..

We are now in a position to state and prove our existence theorem.

Theorem 2.   Assume 0(s, t, u) satisfies the Caratheodory condition and

that the operators  A, F are defined as in (1), (2) and the map AF from

L2(fl)  to L2(fi)  is compact.   Also assume that  sup        J<I)(s, /, zz)|   is in

L^fi), where  a > 0  is such that

(8) u<b(s, t, u)>-c(s, t)\u\¿    for \u\ > a,

. 2/f 2-ri    / i        \      ~    , n
c £ L  ly       '  for some  r < 2; eis, t)>0  for s, t £ fi.

// p0   z's such that

(9) azz(a)p-2 + ||c|||fi|r/2pr0-2<l

then the Urysohn's integral equation
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(*) u(s) +   f <J>(s, t, u(t))dt = 0

has a solution u in L2(fi) such that  ||zz|| < pQ.   Here aio) denotes the  L

norm of sup.   K   |0(s, t, u)\, \\c\\  the  L2/(2~r) norm of c  (the  L°° norm of

c if r - 2),   ||zz||  the  L     norm of u.

Proof.   The assertion will follow from Theorem 1.   We set X = L2(fi x fi)

and  V = L2(fi).   Then  (*) is equivalent to the operator equation

(**) zz + AFzz = 0

where A and F are as defined in (1) and (2) respectively.   By Lemma 1,  A  is

a linear bounded operator from  X to X* with range contained in  Y.   And

similarly, by Lemma 2,  F is a continuous bounded operator from  Y to X*.

Also by assumption AF is compact as a map from  Y to  Y.   Furthermore we

have

(Au, u)= JJ  dsdtu(s, z) JQzz(s, r)dr
nxQ

= fads(í^s't)dt)(íuu{s'')dr)

Lds(i*u{s' t)dt)2 > 0

which implies that A is monotone as a map from X to X*.   Also   (Azz, v )

( Azv, zz).

Since A   is symmetric and monotone, it follows by [2, p. 1348] that A

is angle-bounded with constant a, = 0.   Furthermore, using (8) we have

(v, Fv) = J     („vis, r)<î>(s, t, vis, t))dsdt

= r r i, ,, vis, ¿)$(s, t, vis, t))dt
jQjf.\v(s.t)\>cr

+   f      ,    , ,     - vis, t)<S>is, tvis, t))dtds
J M-\tl\u(s,t)\<Cr\

>-  \   \ \vis, z-)|2|c(s,  t)\dtds-o   f    f   |$(s, t, vis, t))\dtds

>-M'(f ÍMs, t)\2^A(2-r)/2

-a [   f   sup  Ms, t, v)\dtds
■wJb|v|So-

1   i

> -IkllHkll - oayio)
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where

«,(ff)=  f   f   sup |$(s, z, v)\dtds
1      JbJoi„i<v1 n    Oi   ir  '

and  ||f||  denotes the  L2(fi x fi) norm of v.   Thus we have

(v, Fz,)>-H2||c|| -aayia).

For v = u £ L2(fi), we have  ||tv|| = |fi| 1/2||zz||, Fzv = Fzz,

aAa) = aia)=   f   C   sup |<l>(s, t, u)\dtds
JoJöUI<-

and  <zz, Fu) >- ||zz||r|fi|r/2||c|| -aaio),  so

(u, Fu)/\\u\\2>-\n\-\oaio)\\u\\-2 + \\c\mr/2\\u\Y-2l

Here, on the  l.h.s., || ||  refers to the  L (fi x fi) norm, whereas on the right

it refers to the  L  (fi) norm.   Hence using (9) we get

(zz, F«)/||z,||2>-||A||-1      for ||«||>pc '0"

Since the operators A  and F  satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 1, it fol-

lows that (**) has a solution  zz in   V with   ||zz|| < pQ.   This in turn implies

that  (*)  has a solution  zz  in  L     satisfying  ||zz|| < pQ.

Remark 1.   (9) is satisfied for all sufficiently large pQ if either r < 2

or r = 2 and  UclloJfil < 1.   In these two cases  (*)  has a solution in L  .

Corollary 1.   Assume that 3>(s, /, zz) satisfies the Carathéodory conditions

and

\<Hs, t, u)\ < a(s, t) + b(s, t)\u\     for u £ R,

(10)
a, b £ L°°,       b(s, t) > 0    for s, t,  £ fi,

(id m jm < i.
Then ( *) has a solution u in L .2

Proof.   (10) gives

|zz||<DU t, u)\ < \a(s, t)\\u\ + b(s, t)\u\2

= |zz|2[|zzU t)\/\u\ +b(s, t)]    it  \u\ > p0.

So we get

zzO(s, t, u) > -\u\ 2[\a(s, t)\/p0 + bis, t)]    it |«j > pQ.

In view of condition (10) the composite operator AF  is compact by Lem-

ma 3.   The result then follows by Theorem 1, Remark 1, since (11) implies
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that (pöMML + IN!cJ|fi|2 < 1  for a11 sufficiently large pQ.

Remark 2.   We note that condition (10) alone is not sufficient to guaran-

tee the existence of solutions, as we see in the following example.

Example.   (Pis, t, u) = a + hu.   Then in 1-dimensional space X = R  ,

(**) is given by

(12) zz + a + bu = 0       or       cz + (l + tz)zz = 0.

í> satisfies the condition (10) but for the existence of solution of (12) for

arbitrary a it is necessary that b 4 - 1.

Also as a corollary to the above theorem we obtain the following exis-

tence theorem for the integral equation

(13) uis) + fQ Kyis, t)$yit, uit))dt + j  K2is, ¿)<D2(z, uit))dt = 0

which contains a sum of Hammerstein integral operators.

Corollary 2.   Suppose the kernels  Kyis, t) and K2is, t) are in  L°°(fi x fi).

Also assume that the functions $j(s, t), <PAs, t) satisfy the Carathéodory

conditions and

\<S>yit, u)\ < üyit) + byit)\u\     for u £ R,

ay, by £ L2,        byit) > 0    for t £ fi,

(14)

|í>2(z", u)\ < a2it) + b2it)\u\     for u £ R,

a2, b2 £ L2,        b2it) > 0    for t £ fi.

u® At, u) > -c.(/)|zz| 2    for \u\ > a. > 0,

(15)
u<b2it, u) >-c2it)\u\2    for \u\ > a2> 0,

Cy, c2 £ L2/(2_r)  for some r < 2, Cyit) > 0, c2(z) > 0  for t £ fi.   // pQ is a

positive number such that

(16) [ao +ba2]p-2 +c\ü\r/ V0-2<1

then the integral equation (12) has a solution u  in L    such that   ||zz|| < pQ.

Here

o = max(o-y,cr2), a = [|| Ky\\Jay\\ + \\K J¡Ja 2\\}\Q\ ;

b = LIlKjLlltJI * ||K2U|fc2||]|0|;       c * HKiLlkill + l|K2ILIk2||;
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Iklll» lk2ll» Ikill' lk2H  denote the  L*   norm' Hclll' IIe 2 H   the  L2/(2~r) norm,
\\u\\   the  L    norm of the respective junctions.

Proof.   Set $(s, t, u) = Kyis, z)$j(i, zz) + K2is, t)$2it, u);  then

|4Ks, t, u)\ = \Kyis, t)\\<&yit, u)\ + \K2is, t)\\$2it, u)\

<W\Ky\\ooayit)+ ||R2Lzz2(z)]  +[fl^|BO&1(/)+ |K2L*2W1M.

So

r r sup |d>(s, t, u)\dsdt siii/gijKii + ii^UKiuißi
Jit     J\l   11   S f-.

+ iiiMJk1u + iiK2iiJii'2iiwni

= a + bo

an

u&s, t, u)>-\Ky(s, t)\c y(t)\u\r - \K2(s, t)\c2it)\u\r

y-lWKyW^Cyiù + WK^c^M'    tot \u\>a.

Defining the operators A, F as in (1), (2), it follows from (14) and Lemma 3

that the map AF is compact.   Now the result follows from Theorem 2.

Remark 3.   Conditions (14) and (15) are rather simpler than those of

Browder [3] for (12).
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